Shelley Marshall, a
true Canadian treasure
named “Best New
Discovery” (Now
Magazine) has evolved
into a brand all her
own. Audiences around
the world are drawn
to her authen c
way of engaging and
enlightening those
that a end her
performances.
Shelley is quickly
becoming an
interna onal success,
headlining world
renowned comedy
clubs and speaking
engagements from
Canada, Great Britain
and Spain, to Amsterdam and South Africa.
Shelley has become a kaleidoscope of talent; as comedienne, actress, keynote speaker and producer. Her accolades
include a “Best Female Stand Up” and “Best One Person Show” nomina on for The Canadian Comedy Awards.
Shelley was awarded GOLD for Best Theatre Produc on of Hold Mommy’s Cigare e (View Magazine) and was selected
by The Canadian Associa on of Mental Health to perform her one woman show for World Suicide Preven on Day.
Hold Mommy’s Cigare e is an autobiographical one woman show that shares Shelley’s in mate journey through
mental illness, the suicide of her father, her own suicide a empt and the eﬀects that have lingered throughout her
life. Shelley invites you to enjoy her performance with an open mind and perhaps you’ll leave with a fuller heart.
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HOLD
MOMMY’S
CIGARETTE
In ”HOLD MOMMY’S CIGARETTE” Shelley
takes her audience on a journey of joy and
laughter with moments of shock and awe.
It’s in the truth of the characters that Shelley brings

to life; where tragedy and comedy become one. It’s
Shelley’s openness to explore taboo subjects that s ll
raise eyebrows, the reason why she has been described
as “sexy, sa rical and sharply intelligent”.
This is a story of the le ng go of ages and finding truth
beneath the layers of lives lost and loves found.

